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I have undertaken a project in which, by a series of intercon-
nected essays collectively titled "Earth and Ice," I will consider
aspects of antarctic history and the civilization that has come to
exist there. As history, the story, especially its latest chapter,
symbolically inaugurated by the International Geophysical
Year, is dominated by exploration. As a civilization, Antarctica
has been controlled by the political economy of scientific in-
quiry. The Antarctic Treaty has confirmed these traits, perhaps
indefinitely. My special interests lie in that most recent phase of
exploration and in the history of scientific investigation into the
solids of Antarctica, its earth matrix and ice cover. Antarctic
history can be contrasted with the history of its northern conju-
gate, Greenland—the one remote from human penetration and
Western civilization, and the other more-or-less related to them
for more than a millenia. The contrasting political develop-
ments in these two regions after World War II well encapsulate
these distinctions. Similarly, large-scale scientific research in
Antarctica can be compared with more-or-less simultaneous
inquiries into the deep ocean basins and interplanetary space.
Discoveries in Antarctica have been significant in the remarka-
ble revolution they brought about in the earth sciences, of
which the theory of plate tectonics is the best-known expression
but not the most important result. Ultimately, the outcome of
these essays should be a description of how the ice, so long alien
and inaccessible, became integrated with the earth and its
human inhabitants.

A convenient way to think about exploration by Western
civilization is to consider it in terms of three eras, each era
focusing on somewhat different aspects of earth geography and
each a part of a somewhat different intellectual and cultural
movement. The first age of discovery began with 15th century
Portugal, unveiled the world ocean, had as its grand gesture a
voyage of circumnavigation, and culminated in the 18th century
with a host of scientific circumnavigations. Its mode of discov-
ery was maritime, first nurtured in Europe's interior seas, the
Baltic and the Mediterranean. Captain James Cook's comple-
tion of the mappa mundi of the world's coastlines and his circum-
navigation of the southern ocean were highlights of this period.
Intellectually, the age coincided with the scientific revolution,
best advertised by the adoption of the experimental method
and the mathematicization of natural philosophy.

The second age of discovery evolved out of developments in
the late 18th century. Beginning in Europe, and then radiating to
the other landmasses of the Earth, geographic exploration be-
gan to unveil the interiors of the continents—not only their
surfaces, but also their inner structure. The era's outstanding
expression was the continental traverse. Intellectually, the era
corresponded to the romantic revolution and the emergence of
natural history, geology, and biology as premier sciences. The
principal mode of integrating the new discoveries was not me-
chanical philosophy, but history. On the basis of concepts of
development and evolution, a grand synthesis of earth, life,
and social sciences took place. Antarctica was the last of the
continents to be investigated, the drive for the pole replacing
the transcontinental traverse. With the survey of the pole came
the apparent answers to the intellectual questions that had
sustained the earth sciences, the age and shape of the Earth.

Following World II, a third age of discovery emerged, one still
very much active. Explorers moved into the deep ocean basins,
interplanetary space, and Antarctica as sites for investigation.
The International Geophysical Year (1957-58) was an appropri-
ate announcement of a grand purpose: the geophysical invento-
ry of a planet. If the first age of discovery compared oceans and
littoral civilizations, and if the second age compared continents,
indigenous cultures, and the records of vanished peoples and
earth history, the third seeks to compare planets. The research
for peoples has been replaced by a search for life itself. Intellec-
tually, the period belongs to modernism, to a philosophic re-
vamping of scientific etiology (the incorporation of chance), and
to the collapse of historicism as a legitimate principal of explana-
tion. New, too, is the perspective brought to bear by explora-
tion. The first age had introduced oceans and maritime civiliza-
tions unknown to Europe. Similarly, the second age brought
together into one geography the information acquired by hosts
of peoples living on lands unknown to Europe. European cul-
ture and Western science provided an integrating mechanism
by which to join these otherwise scattered lands and knowl-
edge—but always there was a strong element of ethnocentrism
to the concept of discovery. In the third age there is no ethno-
centrism: these regions have always been uninhabited, un-
visited, truly unknown. Exploration can come, for the most
part, without colonization.

"Earth and Ice" will be the second of two complementary
studies on the relation between the earth sciences and the three
ages of discovery. "Dutton's Point: An Intellectual History of the
Grand Canyon," a monograph published by the Grand Canyon
Natural History Association, examines the traits of the first two
ages as they relate to a great earth emblem of the 19th century.
"Earth and Ice" will focus on the third age and center on an
important earth emblem of the 20th century.

Support for this project comes from the National Endowment
for the Humanities Antarctic Fellowship, with travel to Ant-
arctica provided by the Division of Polar Programs, National
Science Foundation. Research has included 3 months with
USARP in Antarctica.
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